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Abstract—A shift away from generic undergraduate degrees toward an emphasis on vocationally oriented qualifications has been evident in the awards offered by higher education institutions in Australia over the past few years. This has included those in information technology, science, and engineering, where the growth in the number of, and variation in, awards has been particularly evident. The past few years have also seen a general, and in some cases significant, decline in the application rates for some forms of science and engineering. This has prompted many institutions to look at their awards with a view to making them more attractive, both to students and industry, often through the development of more highly specialized awards. In this paper, the authors investigate application trends for information technology, science and engineering awards from a number of perspectives, including the market perceptions of the institution offering the degree. Although the paper focuses on three broad categories of awards—information technology, science, and engineering—some lessons may be applicable for other disciplines. Moreover, although this study takes advantage of the centralized admissions systems used in Australia, available indicators show that the results may well be applicable in the United States and the U.K. and possibly elsewhere.

Index Terms—Engineering, information technology, science, university undergraduate application rates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, many Australian universities have shifted their emphasis from broad-based generic undergraduate science degrees toward named specialist or vocationally oriented degrees. This shift is the result of a number of factors, including industry demand, student preference, and an increasingly competitive domestic and international market.

At the same time, overall demand1 for science and engineering awards has fallen (between 1995 and 1999 preferences for the science and engineering awards covered by this paper fell by 6%). The pattern of that decline, coupled in some cases with high attrition has prompted many institutions to review, in the cases radially, which awards2 to offer and even which science and engineering disciplines to retain. While this paper does not cover attrition rates, it is important to note that both in the United States (see [1] for a discussion) and in Australia (see [2]) the attrition rates in science and engineering are higher than in other disciplines and add to the problems of weak demand.

The drift away from science and engineering awards has been a source of concern for some time. In the United States, for example, the number of students completing a science, mathematics, engineering and technology degree has notably declined at a time when the total number of degrees conferred has risen [4], [5]. In Australia, between 1995 and 1999, applications for awards in information technology grew 18% whereas awards in the mathematical, chemical and physical science awards fell 20%, and in resource-based engineering by 23%. These trends have been mirrored in the U.K. where, between 1996 and 1999, there was a 39% increase in applications for awards in information technology and a fall of 8% in science and 17% in resource-based engineering oriented courses [3].

Although the demand for places at Australian universities has traditionally been strong, cutoff scores3 in science and engineering awards at many universities tend to be lower compared with other disciplines, such as business, law and medicine [12], and many universities are experiencing difficulties in recruiting appropriately qualified students to science and engineering awards.

In this paper, we investigate application trends [as opposed to the more commonly studied enrollment trends (cf. [2]) taking advantage of the availability of data through the centralized admissions systems existing in Australia. We believe that this reflects the popularity of disciplines more accurately than that of enrollment data.

This paper focuses on three broad categories of university-based undergraduate-level award—information technology-based awards, including those with a strong management information systems focus; engineering awards; and science awards, including those in the biological sciences but excluding medicine, nursing, and those awards oriented to the health-care professions. Sufficient data applicable to the vocational education and training sector was not available, but many of the conclusions drawn by this study are expected to be equally applicable.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the authors review previous studies in this area including the availability
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1For the purposes of this paper, we define demand as the level of first preferences for an award as recorded by a tertiary admissions center or equivalent. In Australia, state-based tertiary admissions centers handle the majority of undergraduate applications to the country’s 36 universities.

2To avoid any confusion with nomenclature, we use the term award to refer to a course of study leading to a Bachelor’s degree. This report deals only with Bachelor level qualifications.

3Entry to awards in Australia is generally competitive and student selection is based on many criteria. One of the major metrics employed is a rank that indicates their position in the cohort of students finishing High School in that year. This rank is termed the tertiary entrance rank (TER). The TER cutoff for an award, which is provided to applicants for information at the time of application, is defined as the lowest TER of the students admitted under that criterion in the previous year.
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of government statistics. Section III then discusses the methodology and scope of the study while the results and inferences of the study are discussed in Section IV. Section V then gives some brief conclusions.

II. PREVIOUS STUDIES

A country’s future as an industrialized nation and its ability to participate in the emerging global economy will depend on its capabilities in the new and emerging industries of, for example, information technology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology [2], [4], and on having an adequate supply of suitably qualified scientists, technologists, and engineers. However, a number of studies over the past ten years have concluded that the United States, U.K., and Australian education systems are producing far fewer scientists and technologists than will be needed to maintain a technologically advanced economy [2], [4], [6], [8]–[15].

In 1998, the Australian Council of Deans of Science (ACDS) commissioned a study on enrollments in science in response to public concerns about an apparent decline in the number of students undertaking university science awards. This supports earlier studies by both Abbott [12] and the National Institute of Economic and Industry Research [8] who report on the relatively poor position of science compared with many other disciplines. The ACDS study found that enrollments in the DETYA4 defined broad fields of study of Science, and of Engineering and Surveying which grew 57.9% and 47.6%, respectively, between 1989 and 1997 compared with 67.3% for Business, 55.8% for Health, and 51.8% for Arts. However, the study also found that these figures fail to represent the variation in enrollment patterns within the science-based disciplines as they mask the wide variations within the categories provided by DETYA. When subdivided using other available data, increases in enrollments in biological and computer science based awards of close to 80% become apparent, as do significant declines in the study of mathematics and the physical sciences. A study into the application rates across the sciences and engineering is thus warranted.

These trends in enrollment and demand are also linked to subject choice and preparation at secondary school. The ACDS report [2] noted the marked dependency of university science and engineering awards on direct school leavers. Many students in Australia are leaving school without undertaking or passing the necessary prerequisites for entry to science awards at university [16] and, as reported in the ACDS study [2], of the students who do undertake a combination of subjects best suited for study in science and engineering awards at university, only about one-third of students (based on Victorian Certificate of Education data) actually progress to science and engineering awards.

Similar concerns are voiced in the 1998 NSF report [5] which states that measured educational progress of eighth and 12th grade students indicates a decline over the high school years in the fraction that can perform at least at basic levels of proficiency in mathematics and science. It also indicates that only a small fraction of 12th grade students are fully prepared to undertake college-level studies in mathematics and science. Reference [5] reports that only 7% and 10% of 17-year olds score above the key anchor point of 350 in mathematics and science, respectively, in the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).

Thus it would appear that, with the exception of information technology and the biological sciences, the expectation of growth and development in new and emerging science and technological industries may be impeded by a lack of student demand in science and engineering disciplines, and as concluded by both the ACDS and the NSF, is a cause for concern.

Although application data is a key determinant in strategic planning by government and award planning by Universities, by and large, prior, publicly available research in this area has concentrated on enrollment rather than application trends (q.v. [17]). While enrollment data is useful, particularly as a predictor for eventual graduate numbers, application data provides a more accurate measure of the popularity of an award as it is a more direct reflection of student demand. It is, therefore, important that a quantitative analysis of the popularity of science and engineering awards based on application data is carried out to determine the magnitude of these changes in student award choice and to predict future trends.

This paper reports on such a study. It should be noted that in Australia, the collection of data needed for such a study is facilitated by the relatively centralized admissions processes. However, there is significant anecdotal evidence, particularly from academics in those disciplines, that similar trends may be occurring in other countries (certainly the data available from UCAS in the U.K. [3] concurs), and thus many of the findings of this study are expected to be more generally applicable.

III. METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The data used in the study was supplied by the tertiary admissions centers in South Australia (SATAc), New South Wales (UAC), Queensland (QTAC), and Western Australia (TISC). Data for awards in Tasmania were obtained directly from the University of Tasmania and the Australian Maritime College.5 By agreement, in accepting the data for the study, state by state comparisons are not reported. For comparison, data was obtained from the University and College Admissions Service in the U.K.

First preference data only have been considered as factors such as the number of awards available, and the total number of preferences allowable differ from state to state and from year to year. The “age” of an award was generally determined by looking at the state-based admission guides to see when the award was first listed. In all, 1035 Bachelor-level awards from 29 of Australia’s 36 Universities were considered in this study representing approximately 149 000 applications over the five years of interest (approximately 30 000 each year). As one point of international comparison, UCAS data [3] from the U.K. was...

4Australian Government Department of Education, Training and Youth Affairs

5Data for Universities operating in Victoria could not be obtained due to an agreement with the tertiary admissions center in that state not to release the detailed information. However, aggregate data supplied by VTAC was seen to correlate with the rest of the data. Data for some Victorian universities’ awards were available where their admissions were handled through interstate admissions centers.
analyzed and, as far as can be judged from the data alone, generally concurs with the results available from Australia. The UCAS data lists all preferences, and, for the disciplines covered by this report, are listed in Appendix A.

This paper focuses on application rates rather than on admission rates, which were considered to be an indication of the supply of places. Similarly, cutoffs, are not considered as they are a product of supply and demand. It is nevertheless acknowledged that some measure of self-selection occurs when the stated tertiary entrance rank (TER) cutoffs are high and intake quotas are small. Countering this, to some extent, high TER cutoffs attract some first preference applications at the expense of similar awards with lower cutoffs.

A. Categorization of Awards

In order to perform the analysis, awards were grouped into one of six categories. Some awards can be considered to fall into multiple categories. For example, an award with significant studies in both mathematics and computing could be considered as both an information technology award and a mathematical science award. In order that the information presented about each discipline can be read independently, where this situation occurs, either the award is explicitly listed as being in one or the other (see below), or the award data is included in both categories in an appropriate proportion, which was estimated from the description of the award in the admissions guides (and thus the totals are still the sum of their parts). For double and dual degrees the application numbers were also listed under all applicable categories (again, using an appropriate proportion). Three and four year bachelor level degree awards and double degree including such awards only were investigated.

The disciplines covered by this paper are categorized as follows:

- **Information Technology**
  This category includes awards covering computer science, (management) information systems, and software engineering. The awards offered do not readily partition into subcategories.

- **Science**
  - **Mathematical, Chemical, and Physical Sciences** include awards covering mathematics, chemistry, and physics as well as closely allied fields such as geo-physics and industrial chemistry. Also included in this category are a small number of awards in which the focus of the study was unclear.
  - **Biological and Environmental Sciences** include awards covering biology, ecology, biochemistry, geology, and biotechnology. However, medically or sports science related awards were excluded. A small number of awards in bioengineering and bioinformatics were also included in this group.

- **Engineering**
  - **Information Technology Engineering** includes awards covering computer engineering, computer systems engineering, telecommunications, and electronic engineering. Software engineering is not included in this category.
  - **Construction Engineering** includes awards covering mechanical, automotive, aeronautical, and electrical engineering.
  - **Resource Engineering** includes awards covering mining, materials, civil, and water engineering. It also includes a number of awards classified as environmental engineering.

This study specifically excludes some awards that might have been expected to have been included such as geomatics, geoinformatics, and spatial information systems. In many cases, these are young areas and, in many cases, the composition of each award was not clear from the descriptions. In addition, awards specifically targeting agriculture, horticulture, and viticulture were not included as the scientific content of some of these awards could not be determined.

IV. RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the overall variation of applications across the above six categories. (Full data are available in Appendix B). The figure shows declines in four of the six categories with only Information Technology and IT&T-based engineering showing application growth. Moreover, the 20% reduction in applications for the mathematical, chemical and physical sciences supports the concerns of the Deans of Science raised in [2]. In addition, as discussed later, demand has shifted from existing awards to newer style awards, as well as from single to double degrees.

A. New Awards

Over half of the awards investigated either underwent a name change or are new awards since 1996. A graph showing the growth in applications in awards that did not exist in 1996 is given in Fig. 2.

Note that while some name changes are cosmetic, the vast majority of the new awards represent either a substantial repackaging of existing topics into awards which cover a different spectrum of topics, or entirely new material aimed at developing a new discipline (such as bioinformatics, nanotechnology, etc.).

6A small amount of the data for 1995 was extrapolated from 1996 to 1999. New awards are thus defined as post 1996.
The figure also shows that the common profile of a newly introduced award is an initial level of demand followed by an approximate 20% drop in that demand over following years as initial demand is met and more competitive awards are offered.

**B. Double Degrees**

The development and popularity of various combinations of double degrees are also evident, particular in the mathematical, chemical and physical sciences, and in information technology. Fig. 3 shows the growth in applications for double degree awards for each of the disciplines identified.7

In all, double degree applications as a proportion of total applications have grown from 6% in 1995 to 11% in 1999. Two categories of double degree can be identified—those that pair two science or engineering awards and those that pair a science or engineering award with a non-science/engineering award. Both categories have become remarkably popular lately with the former including over 100 awards in 1999 (less than 40 such awards existed in 1996). For the latter category almost 200 awards were included (up from 62 in 1996) with the common pairings including commerce, international studies, law or management. Each of these two categories represent an approximately equal number of double degree applications recorded for 1999.

**C. Perceptions of the Institution**

The authors were interested in looking at the diversity of perceptions among applicants toward different types of universities in the sector. For the purposes of the study, institutions were therefore categorized into the five groups listed below.

- **Traditional**, which includes those Universities that existed prior to 1960.
- **City-based 1960s**, which includes the capital city based Universities established in the 1960s.
- **Technology network**, which includes those Universities which grew from the former Institutes of Technology in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
- **Regional**, those universities primarily serving noncapital city towns and regions.
- **Other city-based** institutions.

Inevitably, some differences within these groups were apparent, although a remarkable level of correlation was found using these definitions. One of the more surprising results of the study has been the change in application patterns according to this broad categorization of institutions as shown in Figs. 4–9.

The figures show some marked variations in demand across the sector. With respect to applications for information technology awards, for example (Fig. 4), the technology network and the traditional universities have shown a consistent 17% increase in applications over the four years. The highest growth, however, has been in the city-based 1960s institutions, which have attracted a 33% increase in applications.

It is interesting to compare these observations with the IT&T based engineering awards (Fig. 5) which shows relatively flat application levels for all but the traditional universities. Moreover, the decline in applications for regional universities in IT&T based engineering and the relatively static application rate in information technology helps to explain the overall 17% decline in applications in IT, science, and engineering by these institutions.

Mathematical, chemical, and physical science-based awards show that there has been a distinct and dramatic decline in
The changes to applications for biological and environmental science-based awards show an interesting trend (Fig. 7). First, it is the only group of awards for which the city-based 1960s universities are consistently the most popular in terms of demand. This is all the more significant when the relatively small size of these universities is considered.

Second, the growth and subsequent decline shown by the technology network and regional universities in biological and environmental science-based awards, indicate an introduction of newer awards in 1996 followed by the subsequent decline experienced by other universities. Overall, applications to biological and environmental science-based awards declined 7% and declined in all categories of institution except the technology network. Again, this is mirrored in the U.K. where a 6% decline between 1996 and 1999 was experienced.

Applications to construction-oriented engineering programs (Fig. 8) show the most dramatic differences in terms of institutional category. While construction-oriented engineering overall has seen a 3% fall in demand, the traditional universities have experienced a 50% rise in demand, while all other categories experienced substantial declines. In particular, the decline in applications to awards offered by the technology network universities (of 34%) is significant and mirrors their 33% decline in resource-based engineering.

Resource-based engineering awards have seen the largest decline in applications since 1995 (Fig. 9). Moreover, since 1996,
Fig. 10. Applications in the U.K. as reported by UCAS, 1996–1999.

which saw a rise in demand, the figure shows that there has been a subsequent drop in application demand of over 25% in the past three years.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The analysis presented in this paper has shown that despite a relatively modest drop in applications across the studied disciplines as a whole, significant changes have occurred in some areas of science and engineering. In particular, there has been a significant decline in the popularity of resource-oriented engineering, while substantial increases in applications have been apparent in information technology. The increase in double degree applications masks, to some extent, the magnitude of these changes. Moreover, as can be seen from the figures, the changes experienced by the different types of institutions have not been uniform and even within these categories, one institution may have a particular profile of change which may be of significance in individual award planning.

The figures provide support to assertions (such as those outlined by the ACDS [2]) that shifts in demand for, and enrollment in, information technology, science, and engineering have been substantial over recent years. This at a time when the Australian higher education sector is experiencing other major financial and competitive pressures.

Because of the data available to the researchers of this project, the identification of finer grain changes to discipline demand was not possible with sufficient accuracy. Nevertheless, it is clear that, even within a broad categorization of disciplines such as mathematical, chemical and physical sciences, the impact on mathematics-based awards has been lower than that on the chemical and physical sciences. The data available from UCAS indicates that the change in popularity of mathematics-based awards is largely unchanged while the changes to chemistry have been marked. Further research could be envisaged to refine this data and allow more accurate inferences to be made.

Given that there is little unmet demand for places in many science and engineering awards at present, the trends in some disciplines are cause for considerable concern. In particular, the decline in interest for resource-based engineering and in the chemical and physical sciences has been steady and is showing no signs of improvement. Thus, despite healthy levels of graduate
demand, such trends, if continued, are likely to result in unfilled places in some awards, and ultimately a reduction in graduate numbers and the associated recruitment problems for industry.

One particular area of concern is the decline in demand for science and engineering across almost all identified categories for those universities in regional and rural areas. With the exception of the high growth area of information technology (which showed a modest growth of just 5% compared with the national average of 18%) all other disciplines’ categories exhibited a fall in demand of up to 29%. In part, this decline has been attributed to the low number of adequately prepared applicants for these courses [2], [5]; however, despite this there are a number of qualified students who are choosing not to continue with science and engineering at university.

Equity issues in science and engineering awards, including the low participation rate in some awards, are also a significant issue, and a number of papers have investigated the reasons for this inequity and outlined some solutions. For example, Frize [18] reports on the rise in the participation of women in undergraduate science and engineering programs in Canada over the period 1989 to 1999, and Hill, in an NSF report, looks at similar issues as they apply to black students in the U.S. [20]. The data were not available to see the equivalent application trends in engineering in Australia during that period although the ACDS [2] reports a 3% increase in women entering science awards over that period. Further data on the enrollment, retention, and satisfaction rates between the genders in the U.S. can be found in [19]. Further research in this area would be interesting.

APPENDIX A

Fig. 10 shows the changing applications for the discipline categories defined by U.K. universities and college admissions body, UCAS. The data was obtained from their website [3].

APPENDIX B

Fig. 11 shows Australian data for the changing proportion and application numbers for each of the six sub-divisions adopted in this paper by university type. The proportion given is the proportion of each category against the total applications in information technology science and engineering for that university type and for that discipline category.
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